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Jonathan Allan’s Reading from Behind: A Cultural Analysis
of the Anus is a timely addition to sexuality, gender, affect,
queer, psychoanalysis, and cultural studies. Allan probes
what the anus signifies through a variety of cultural texts
and theoretical genealogies. I write this in the aftermath of
the feuding derrières of Kim Kardashian and Nicki Minaj
attempting to “break the Internet” and the barrage of
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“booty selfies” emerging from the likes of Justin Bieber,
Orlando Bloom, and Nyle DiMarco. This rise in visibility
of the ass has led to popular media companies such as
Vogue and The New York Times publishing on “belfies” (a
combination of “butt” and selfie” [Connor]), to the rise
in cosmetic surgeries involving the butt (Meltzer), to the
virality of what I would call anal horror in films such as the
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Human Centipede trilogy, through to bell hooks leading
a panel entitled “Whose Booty Is This?” And in the wake
of RuPaul’s Drag Race becoming mainstream, I cannot
not hear All-Stars winner Alaska Thunderfuck telling me
“anus thing is possible” while writing this review. It then
comes at no surprise that we are baring witness to the
hyperpopularization of all things anal in our current cultural
productions.
Allan grounds us in all things anal by reminding us
that the anus was, and remains, a site of contestation and
surrounds itself with affects that include shame, anxiety,
fear, and paranoia. He argues that the anus works to orient
sexualities, calling it “the very ground zero of gayness” (8).
In his introduction, “No Wrong Doors: An Entryway” he
asks if there are methods to “engage the anus but not fall
victim to a hermeneutics of suspicion, a paranoid, anxious,
or nervous reading practice, one that always insists on a
certain orientation?” (9). Allan insists that in order to read
from behind, we must procure a blend of theoretics to
shift our optics from our phallocentric trainings to this very
ground zero from which he asks us to peek. Producing a
methodology for reading from the bottom, Allan aligns
himself closely with the work of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,
primarily her essay “Paranoid Reading and Reparative
Reading; or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think This
Essay is About You.” Reading from Behind seeks to reset
the affective interpolations of the anus in its homophobic
and effeminophobic understandings to produce a new
kind of reading, one motivated by the reparative and
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its unknowing. This new methodology works within the
boundaries (re: buttocks) of affects, both negative and
positive, to “negotiate our relations to these affects,
thinking through the complicated and complex ways in
which affect informs idea . . . it is worthwhile to benefit
from the tension” (14). In doing so, Allan affords us a rich
and complex constellation of readings by highlighting those
affects that make us uncomfortable in texts we hold dear,
in order to further our understanding that “[t]he anus is
remarkably rich with hermeneutic potential, and critical
theory has done a disservice to its complexity by privileging
the phallic referent” (70).
In the first chapter, “Anal Theory, or Reading from
Behind,” Allan expands the scope of his methodology.
“The anus,” he writes, “is an opening to the text that has
remained obscured by critical, intellectual, and affective
anxieties that have not permitted readers the chance to
engage with the other side of textuality” (6). Reading from
Behind seeks to make the phallus peripheral in order to
hone in on a median ground we all share. For the anus,
Allan notes, “is inherently inclusive” (17) and vastly complex
in its significations across race, orientation, sex, sexuality,
ethnicity, and so on. Attempting to universalize the anus,
to remove it from its ground zero and significations with
gay men, we are asked “[w]hat does the ass, the rectum,
the anus mean for masculinity, for the male body?” (28).
To flesh out his provocation, Allan recruits Eric Anderson’s
conceptions of “homohysteria” to return us to a place
of paranoia and reparation, or homoparanoia, which
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Many of Allan’s
arguments ruminate
on virginity,
homoparanoia,
effeminophobia,
and canonical North
American literature . . .
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“imagines that every body is always already possibly homosexual”
(30). Homoparanoia proves a useful conception throughout Reading
from Behind when the book is filtered through its suffix. Returning
to Sedgwick, we are forced to read paranoia through its private/
public domains; that is, when aligned with homosexuality, it becomes
a private identity that is always at the risk of being made public. If
the anus “must be controlled and ultimately repressed” beside the
realization that we all have one, then Reading from Behind becomes
a fruitful methodology, one that thrives because it works within the
cracks of these affects (35).
Anality proliferates, as Allan shows, from our preoccupations with
“proto-gays” to the now stock “anal” character (à la Freud) in comedy,
such as Will in Will and Grace or Mitch in Modern Family. If read from
behind, these anal characters become avatars of Allan’s methodology
in that they are most often “occupied with the reverse side of various
things and situations” (Jones, qtd. in Allan 37). If we were to adopt
a world view such as as that of Will or Mitch, what we may uncover
becomes the very goal of this text, to read from the reverse side, or
another side, of texts: to abdicate power from a phallocentric way of
viewing texts head-on and instead be like “the man who refuses his
role and embraces his hole” (38).
The chapters that follow become case studies from which Allan’s
theoretics blossom. In chapter 2, “Orienting Virginity,” and chapter 3,
“Topping from the Bottom: Anne Tenino’s Frat Boy and Toppy,” Allan
turns to the loss of virginity as a rite of passage many of us undergo.
However, he observes that “the concept remains rooted in ideas
about women, purity, and especially the hymen” (49). Reading Steven
G. Underwood’s Gay Men and Anal Eroticism: Tops, Bottoms, and
Versatiles from the bottom, Allan unearths a series of rich readings
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that expand our understandings of virginity. “[C]an a
virgin be oriented,” he asks, “[o]r how does the first time
inform orientation?” (50). Using Underwood’s text—which
is filled with oral testimonies from gay-identified men
who identify as either top (penetrative role), bottom
(receiving role), or versatile (gay men who perform either
or both roles)—ideas of virginity, loss, and orientation are
braided with Allan’s earlier ruminations on homoparanoia.
Virginity and orientation work through the speech acts
of silence and confession, and these shameful affects
bolster Allan’s understanding of the closet as synecdoche
for virginity in a Sedgwickian fashion. “The notion of
the closet is doubled when we are talking about queer
virgins,” and through his discussion of Underwood, Allan
argues that “often virginity loss is used to determine
sexuality: that is, to exit the closet, as it were, requires as
much a loss of virginity as a declaration of sexual identity”
(54). Allan furthers conceptions of top and bottom
through Underwood’s case studies in order to show that
“bottoming,” with all of its anality, loss of masculinity/
power, and effeminophobia, becomes an entryway into
a deeper experience of love, sexual agency, and selfidentification.
These observations are enhanced through a reading
of Anne Tenino’s male-male romance novel, Frat Boy and
Toppy, which seeks to debunk the machismo of the “top”
by featuring a frat boy, Brad, who comes to terms with his
gay identity through witnessing his colleagues bending
over in the shower. It is “[t]he ass, not the phallus” that
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“causes Brad to ask questions about his sexuality” (69).
Brad comes to understand his queerness through the
acceptance of his anality, so much so that Allan notes
the story is as “much about his hole as the whole of his
identity” (76). Ultimately, Brad, as the macho-bottom
who embraces his hole/whole, demonstrates that “being
a bottom is not always about the abdication of power
. . . [as] Brad receives a great deal of pleasure from
‘engulfing’” his partner (78). These texts by Underwood
and Tenino highlight that “the bottom is given access to a
distinct type of knowledge” (62). When thought through
anality, conceptions of virginity are not specific to women
or heterosexuals but also to queer folks in ways that allow
us to reshift “the primacy and dominance of the phallus,
which has governed so much of how we, as a sexual
culture, think about sexuality” (62).
Many of Allan’s arguments ruminate on virginity,
homoparanoia, effeminophobia, and canonical North
American literature in chapter 4, “Orienting Brokeback
Mountain”; chapter 5, “Spanking Colonialism”; and
chapter 8, “Vengeful Vidal.” Allan works reparatively with
early American writers such as F. O. Matthiessen and
Leslie Fiedler, both of whom he reads as “theorists doing
queer work without ever admitting it or conceptualizing
it as such” (84). Moving through the works of Emerson,
Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman, Allan,
alongside Fiedler, comes to an understanding of “innocent
homosexuality” (91). We may read this in contemporary
terms as the “bromance,” but Allan stakes his claims so as
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not to induce readings of “innocent” and “guilty” versions
of homosexuality. Instead, he uses innocent homosexuality
to track the longevity of queerness that is attuned to anality
throughout American literature, and primarily the pastoral
genre, which seems always imbued with this “innocent
homosexuality” allowed in the idyll or green spaces of
American literature.
Allan turns to Brokeback Mountain, both the short story
by Annie Proulx and the film adaptation by Ang Lee, in
order to flesh out what haunts its reception. Returning to
his understandings of orientation and virginity, he argues
that “not only do we confront homoerotic potential, but
also this erotic tension is fundamentally crossed,” unlike the
innocent homosexual eroticisms of the American pastoral
texts mentioned. Rather, “the homoerotic potential finds
its apex . . . in the ‘very ground zero of gayness’: the anus”
(104). Noting that Ennis and Jack do have anal sex, he asks,
“is this enough to ‘orient’” both as gay (105)? Focusing
on Ennis’s desire for anality from both Jack and his wife,
Alma, Allan notes that “anal desire is not so much orienting
as it is a desire for the anus” (107). Even though both
characters play with the idea of innocent homosexuality,
they “nevertheless are married to women, reproduce, raise
children, and so on” (109). He concludes by returning to
the reparative potential of innocent homosexuality and to
reading from the bottom in order to argue that “orientation
is limiting” (109).
With the help of Richard Amory’s Song of the Loon and
Kent Monkman, the argument of innocent homosexuality
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is put into context with settler colonialism, scientific racism,
and Indigeneity in “Spanking Colonialism,” which broadens
into Allan’s earlier ruminations about whether or not “the
anus itself [is] always already racialized” (21). So, much as
the idyll works as an allowance for queerness in American
literature, Allan argues that the “‘pastoral’ has become a
code that (wilfully) obfuscates the complexity of settler
and Indigenous relations” (113). He takes to task Amory’s
novel, which exoticizes and eroticizes the Indigenous body.
He contrasts this novel with Monkman’s Cree Master I and
Ceci n’est pas une pipe to carve methodologies into our
understandings and readings of queerness in the pastoral.
Both of Monkman’s images toy with anality and spanking
in terms of discipline and pleasure, for the ass “apparently
can be accessed only by returning to the wilderness” (127).
Focusing primarily on Ceci n’est pas une pipe, Allan reads
the Indigenous understanding of “flat Indian asses” (124) as
being reclaimed and re-beautified in Monkman’s paintings
as well as centring agency on the queer Indigenous subject.
Furthermore, he observes that the Mountie about to be
topped as being willing and prepared contrasts with critical
readings of the painting as eliciting ideas of rape or erotic
fantasies. “One is tempted, however, to imagine if [the]
question cannot be rephrased as a ‘both/and’ scenario,”
asks Allan (121). As the asses of both the Indigenous top
and the settler bottom become the anchor of these scenes,
we understand that we too are “topping from the bottom”
and “reading from behind” (119). His arguments also force
me to ask myself if Indigeneity alongside its epistemologies
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Anality . . . is
simultaneously
always there and
never there . . .

pertaining to land, and especially queer Indigeneity, is always
already always reading from behind, peering from the bottom.
Allan’s final chapter, “Vengeful Vidal,” returns to American
literature with Gore Vidal’s Myra Breckinridge and its film
adaptation. He notes that both are highly contested, partly
because of a rape scene between a trans woman, Myra, and a
straight male, Rusty. Myra’s anal rape of Rusty is the scene Allan
reads closely to attempt to answer his questions. This scene,
Allan writes, “shows just how symbolic the anus is in American
culture” (176). Allan adapts Leo Bersani’s idea of “self-shattering”
through bottoming in order to pull “attention away from ‘the
erotic monopoly traditionally held by the genitals’” toward Rusty’s
“defenseless bottom, quivering at [Myra’s] touch” (Vidal, qtd.
in Allan 181). Rusty’s self-shattering allows Myra to lament her
conversion of him from heterosexual into homosexual through
the “ground zero of gayness,” while also allowing her as a woman
to gain the agency otherwise afforded to the male penetrator, or
the top. Concluding, Allan argues that
[t]here is something of a reparative gesture here: rape
fantasy is not about the fantasy of being raped. . . . This scene
brings together a number of supposed fantasies that women
contend with on a daily basis and rewrites them in such a way
that they are enacted upon the male body. (186)
This, he observes, allows for a reimagining of our optics from
the phallus to the anus, so much so that “[w]hat is so shocking”
about Myra Breckinridge “is that the anus is endowed with so
much meaning” and that this rape scene brings into focus the
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“possibility of symbolic unity” being “called into question”
(187).
In concluding this review, I hold Allan’s text, Reading
from Behind: A Cultural Analysis of the Anus in high regard
for its braiding together of theories in order to produce
a new way of viewing, seeing, feeling, and being in the
world—from the bottom. I wholly think this book will be a
benefit to anyone interested in the fields of queer theory,
critical race theory, Indigenous and decolonial theories,
North American literatures, psychoanalysis, and feminist
theories. Allan’s multiplicity of focuses make way for a

vast and complex constellation of readings while also
reclaiming the bottom from its effeminophobia, the bottom
as social status, the bottom as genre fiction (i.e., male-male
pulp romance), and the bottom of colonialism. Anality, as
he demonstrates, is simultaneously always there and never
there—it proliferates our visual and literary worlds and yet
remains wholly suppressed. To open the bottom, to read
the “hole” as “whole,” is to peek into our cultural world(s)
from a new vantage point, one that is stained by affect,
bleached by canons, but rich with a fullness waiting to be
sensually explored.
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